
Affidavit of truth and non corporate status number [SC-002-INITIALS]

Let it be done, though the heavens may fall

Notice to agent is notice to principal, notice to principal is notice to agent. 

i: a [man/woman]: use plain simple English and plain simple counting systems;

Psalms 118:5
Out of my distress, I called on Yahweh. Yahweh answered me with freedom

Affidavit of non-corporate status dated this [number(word)th day of number(word)th month in the 
year of Our Lord two thousand and twenty two].

All are equal under the law.
Thou shalt not bear false witness.
Fraud vitiates the most solemn promise.
A matter must be expressed to be resolved.
Claims made without accountability are void.
The truth is expressed in the form of an affidavit.
Force, perjury or subornation of perjury, voids all..
You are free to make any decision you wish, but you are never free to escape the consequences 
of your decisions.

:Affidavit of truth:

Affiant :[first-middle©; c/o Address(first line), (Second line), (Third line), Post Code] do solemnly 
and sincerely affirm declare with good faith and without prejudice; 

Affiant states i: a [man/woman]: am of sound mind and do sincerely and honestly affirm that 
present instrument to be my own words written by me and given freely and without duress on 
expressing accurately to the best of my ability the facts herein, of which I have witnessed first-
hand and have full knowledge;

Fact 1. Affiant :[first-middle]©; declares that i: a [man/woman]: have full control of the Legal 
Fiction known by all capital letters named [FIRST MIDDLE SURNAME] in this now time, by 
immediate possession, the right under which one may exercise control over something to the 
exclusion of all others actual possession. The continuing exercise of a claim to the exclusive use 
of a material object; The exercise of dominion over property.

Fact 2: Will the claimant or prosecution certify my right of subrogation? Do so in writing please.

Fact 3: Cestui Que Vie Act 1666

Fact 4: Cestui Que Vie Act 1707

Fact 5: All the facts are circumstances deposed herein are within the knowledge of i: and 
expertise except such, as are deposed herein, from information only in accord with the 
reasonable knowledge of i: and sources of information as appear within the present affidavit.

Affidavit of :[first-middle]©; a living, breathing, flesh, and blood [man/woman]: a creation of my 
creator.



i: a [man/woman]: :[first-middle]©; whose flesh does live and whose blood does flow, is not and 
can never be a creation of the country known as the United Kingdom. The creator is the only 
creator.

i: a [man/woman]: :[first-middle]©; answer only to my creator, follows only the creator and can 
only be judged by the creator.

Affiant :[first-middle]©; is a flesh and blood [man/woman], a creation of the creator, and 
competent to make this affidavit with first-hand knowledge of the information and facts obtained 
herein, in attesting to said facts in [his/her] authorised capacity. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©;  has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that :
[first-middle]; is not a creation of the creator and made in his creators own image and believes 
there is none.

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material facts or evidence that a 
creator did not create the earth, that the creator did not create man: that the creator did not give 
man dominion over all things, Then God said, “Let us make man in our image, after our likeness. 
And let them have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the heavens and over 
the livestock and over all the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth.”
Genesis 1:26

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material facts or evidence that 
can deny that man: being created by the creator, then man: created a government and therefore 
man: owns and controls the government.

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that 
there is no creator, no God, no power beyond the perception of man: and believes there is none. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that :
[first-middle]© is a corporation created under the laws of the United Kingdom or any country, or 
any territory, commonwealth, or possession of the United Kingdom, or foreign country, public or 
private and believes there is none. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that :
[first-middle]©; is an officer, agent, shareholder, franchise or fiduciary agent, surety, resident, 
inhabitant or domicile in any corporation and believes there is none. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that :
[first-middle]© is a vessel documented under the UK Corporation and believes there is none. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that :
[first-middle]©; is an enemy of the United Kingdom or any other corporation created under the 
laws of the United Kingdom or any territory Commonwealth or possession of the United 
Kingdom, public and private and believes there is none. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that :
[first-middle]©; is a United Kingdom citizen and believes there is none. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that :
[first-middle]©; is affiliated with or an enemy of any public or private corporation, domestic or 
foreign and believes there is none. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that :
[first-middle]©; is not a neutral body and believes there is none. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that :
[first-middle]©; is not particularly unique to this affiant and believes there is none. 



Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that :
[first-middle]©; c/o Address(first line), (Second line), Third line, Post Code] is not exempt from 
using the military post code and believes there is none and that use of such a code is not to be 
taken as acceptance or obligation of any contract, and is only to be used in connection with a 
geographic location, and not corporate association and believes there is none to be seen.

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that :
[first-middle]©; is affiliated with any corporate body politic located near the same location and 
believes there is none. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that 
the term ens legis does not mean a creature of the law; an artificial being and believes there is 
none. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that 
the term natural person is a corporation, considered as deriving its existence from the law and 
believes there is none. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not seen or been presented with any material fact or evidence that 
the term juristic person does not mean an abstract, legal entity, ens legis such as a corporation, 
created by construction of law and considered as possessing certain legal rights and duties 
within a given jurisdiction; and imaginary entity such as Debtor i.e. [FIRST MIDDLE SURNAME], 
and any and all derivatives and variations on the spelling of said name except :[first-middle]©; 
which, on the basis of legal reasoning is legally treated as a real being for the purposes of 
conducting commercial activity for the benefit of a biological, living being such as a creditor and 
believes there is none. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©; has not been or being presented with any material fact or evidence that 
the ens legis [FIRST MIDDLE SURNAME] was not created by government to confuse the lawful, 
flesh and blood [man/woman] into believing that the nom de guerre [FIRST MIDDLE SURNAME] 
is the same entity as :[first-middle]©; and believes there is none. 

Affiant :[first-middle]©; does solemnly attest that the foregoing facts contained herein be true, 
correct, complete, and not misleading to the best of the knowledge of i: and the belief of i:, under 
penalty of perjury in accordance with the laws of the United Kingdom and the law of nations. 

Further Affiant say nought.



Do unto others as one would have done to you:

Witnessed by the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost:

Subscribed and sworn under the threat of perjury,

without prejudice,

all rights reserved,

in peace and in good faith,

 

 Date:                                                                              autograph:

Affiant Witnessed by 

Witness (1): [full name here] on this day [date here] residing at [address here]

Autograph ______________________________ 

Witness (2): [full name here] on this day [date here] residing at [address here]

Autograph ______________________________


